1. Introduction. The persistence, under diverse hypotheses, of a reciprocal relationship between a point function and its Fourier transform suggests the possibility that something of the kind may also be true for functions of intervals. Perhaps the most symmetric form of the Fourier integral theorem is that due to Plancherel, as follows:
IffEL2 ( If we wish to extend this theorem to functions of intervals, we need a suitable definition of Fourier cosine transform and a hypothesis analogous to/£EL2(0, °° .
Consider the special case u(I) =fif(t)dt, where fEL2 and the integral is a Lebesgue integral. Then it is known [2, §450, p. 610] that rh{u(I)}2 " Ur */ r»
Given a point function / and a function u of intervals, consider the sum 22^ f(lk)u(Ik) taken over a subdivision 5 of a finite interval 70 into intervals Ik, and where tk is any point of Ik. If, as AS->0, this sum tends to a limit, we may denote the limit by JiJ(t)u(I).
Using this concept, we may now define Fourier transforms of functions of intervals. Definition 2. The Fourier cosine transform of a function uEB2 is the function g(x) =l.i.m.a^.0O (2/tt)1I2JIcos xtu(I), where the limit is a limit in mean square.
If we proceed heuristically, we could follow through an argument analogous to that given by Titchmarsh [3, pp. 436-438] , and arrive at the following result: Most of the foregoing is due to Dr. J. M. Whittaker, to whom I am indebted for suggesting this problem. The theorem stated is, in fact, true, but to justify the argument by which it was obtained would require the extension to Burkill integrals of a number of standard results on Lebesgue integrals. Because of the nonabsolute convergence of the Burkill integral and the lack of convenient criteria for the existence of integrals, these extensions have not been readily forthcoming, and we have preferred to proceed differently.
The inequality /. /**» U(7)}2
{g(x)}2dxS\ -Vfrcan fail to be an equality. We shall see, however, that we always have Jo *'<*»** "J, -777-'
where U(Ia)=fIou(I).
2. Existence of the transform.
2.1. Suppose that f(t) is continuous, that /*Jm|<°°, and that 22k f(tk)u(Ik) converges, as AS->0, for some definite choice of tk for each Ik. Then it converges for every choice of tk, i.e. the transform JiJ(i)u(I) exists.
Here, and throughout this section, 70 denotes a finite subinterval of (0, co) and 5 a subdivision of Jo into intervals Ik, the length of the longest of which is AS.
Let / be the limit of 22* f(tk)u(Ik). Then given e>0, we can find S>0 such that for any subdivision S for which AS ^5, | 22f(tk)u(h)-l\ ge/2,
Hence if /*' is any point of Ik, as I->t, we mean that for each t, given e>0, we can find 5>0 such that \f(I)-f(t)\ ^e whenever tEI and \l\ g5. The function/(/)-/(/), where t is the mid-point of I, is therefore a continuous function of intervals.
By the uniform continuity theorem, given e>0, we can find 8>0 such that \f(I) -/(0|=« provided |/| ^5. Hence, for small AS,
and the rest follows from 2.1.
Suppose that u is absolutely continuous and integrable, and that f(t) is continuous. Then fi"f(t)u(I)
exists: in fact f mud) = r /(/)«(/) = r f(t)w(t)dt, 
